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Azure Kubernetes Docker Git

Linux GitHub Actions CI/CD

SQL + NoSQL Distributed Systems

Bash Scripting JavaScript

HANNES NORBERT GÖRING
B.Sc. Business Informatics

https://linkedin.com/in/hngoering

EXPERIENCE

Work-Study Student Business Informatics
Deutsche Telekom AG

Magdeburg, Saxony-Anhalt

IoT Unit, part of a SCRUM team to develop an Azure based IoT platform.
Decreased deployment time of new features by 50% by implementing 
the Azure DNS Service
Educated international CxO and Senior Software Engineers with 
workshops regarding platform and their architecture
Conveyed Kubernetes knowledge during presentations in front of 
more than 70 intl senior level architects, engineers & students
Reduced monthly hosting costs of a project by 30% by analyzing a 3rd 
party offer and implementing service improvements �YITT�
Orchestrated the backend design & operations architecture of an app 
for all ~211.000 employees worldwide of Deutsche Telekom Group 
�YITT�

IT Consultant & DevOps Engineer (Freelance)
Göring Cloud Solutions

Magdeburg, Saxony-Anhalt
https://goering.io

Supported small businesses during their migration into the cloud.
Consulted a CEO in IT topics regarding cloud transformation, security 
and system architecture for their software product
Streamlined the use of Microsoft 365 by configuring a new MS 365 
tenant for a client
Concluded a unified and effective rollout of a client's software product 
by implementing Docker & Bash scripts

VOLUNTEERING

Hackathon Mentor

https://wirvsvirus.org

First Hackathon "WirVsVirus" organized by the German government to 
challenge the COVID19 pandemic with smart IT based solutions.

Participated as a mentor to support teams with cloud, operations 
architecture and Kubernetes knowledge
Accelerated a teams development process by providing free hosting 
powered by own Kubernetes cluster

Karmakurier

https://github.com/karmakurier

The project I joined during the hackathon.
Designed the Gridscale & AWS based infrastructure architecture of 
the platform
Inspired teammates to adapt cloud-native technologies like 
Kubernetes to ensure the backend's scalability

EDUCATION

B.Sc. Business Informatics
Hochschule für Telekommunikation 
Leipzig �HfTL�

Leipzig, Saxony

Grade (not final): 2,2
Thesis: AIOps in context of cloud 
platforms

SKILLS

LANGUAGES
German �Native)

English �Advanced)

French �Beginner)

ACHIEVEMENTS
Young IT Talents �YITT�
Selected to be one of the 1�3% best trainees of 
Deutsche Telekom AG for a professional 
development program based on tech talent, 
leadership potential and academic success.

AZURE214x Certified
Successfully completed the Azure 
Fundamentals Exam.

https://linkedin.com/in/hngoering
https://goering.io/
https://wirvsvirus.org/
https://github.com/karmakurier

